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The dashing grace, strength, and courage of
the eagle have impressed man through the
centuries. An eagle was the personal emblem
of Roman emperors and was believed to bear
their souls to the Elysian Fields after death.
Thirty centuries before Christ it was considered the guardian spirit of the Mesopotamian
city of Lagash, on the Persian Gulf.
The earliest known use of the eagle to
symbolize power was by Belshazzar of Babylonia in 600 B. C.; an image of an eagle led
Rome's conquering legions throughout the
Mediterranean world. In Greek mythology it
was associated with Zeus, King of Heaven; in
the early Christian era it was the symbol of
St. John, and later of the emperors of the
Holy Roman Empire. In more modem times it
has been the emblem of the Russian czars,
Austrian emperors, and German ruiers. The
bald eagle is on the National Seal of the United
States; the golden eagle is the National Emblem
of Mexico.
When the Euorpeans first carne to America,
they found the chiefs and braves of Indian
tribes decorating their war bonnets with the
feathers of the golden eagle to demonstrate
their rank and prowess in overcoming foes in
battle. Scalps replaced the feathers in some
tribes during the French and Indian War of
the rnid-1700' s, induced by bounties offered
for scalps by the white man.
Eagles have been on the North American
Continent for a long drne. The ancestral form-from which the rn ode r n eagles have descended--were already in existence at the
_beginning of the Pleistocene--some 36 million
years ago.
Eagles are large, strong-bodied birds; their
beaks are strongly hooked for tearing flesh;
the talons (claws) on their powerful feet are
long, curved and needle-sharp for capturing
and killing their prey. Two eagles are native
to North · America, the golden eagle and the
bald eagle. The golden eagle and the immature
bald eagle-are dark-colored, The adult bald
eagle has a white head and white taU. All
eagles have feathered heads.
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BALD EAGLE
On June 20, 1782, the bald eagle became
the national emblem of a young and struggling
nation--the United States of America. And its
likeness on the country's official seal and
coins has been a familiar and inspiring sight
for Americans of succeeding generations.
Scientists have called it Haliaeetus leucocephalus, literally translated as the whiteheaded sea eagle, for the head of the adult is
covered with white feathers. To call it a bald
eagle is somewhat of a misnomer, however,
since this eagle is not bald. We must look to
the Greek to discover that the original meaning of bald is white, not bare.
Other names have been given the bald eagle
through the years, such as American eagle,
Alaska eagle, black eagle, white-headed eagle,
bird-o-freedorn, and sea eagle. The young
bald eagle is sometimes called a gray eagle.
RANGE OF THE BALD EAGLE
Although it occurs in ext r ern e eastern
Siberia, the bald eagle is primarily a bird of
the North American Continent. It ranges from
northwest e r n Alaska eastward through
northern Canada to Newfoundland and south·
ward across the continent to Lower California,
Arizona, New Mexico, and the Gulf States.
Despite the extensive range of the species
as a ·whole, the southern bald eagle has become very much reduced in numbers and its
nesting areas restricted by man's activities.
It nests primarily in the estuarine areas of
the Atlantic and Gulf Co!lsts, locally from
New Jersey to Texas and the lower Mississippi
Valley southward from eastern Arkansas and
western Tennessee. Some of these birds wander
northward in summer after the nesting season
to the northern United States and southeastern
Canada.
The northern bald eagle is still common, as
far as is known, in Alaska and Canada, although
the more southern populations in the Northern
States, particularly around the Great Lakes,
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are thought to be declining. Migrants of the
northern race come south to winter in the interior United States. Concentrations occur
along the Mississippi River and in Oklahoma.
PHYSICAL APPEARANCE OF THE
BALD EAGLE
The glistening white head and dark brown
body of the mature bald eagle clearly distinguishes it. from the dark-headed golden
eagle and the larger hawks, except the osprey,
which has a black-marked white head. It is
easily recognized in flight, with its large,
white head thrust forward, its white tail, and
its widely outstretched wings. Some people
claim they mistake a bald eagle for a buzzard-the only other large, dark bird of prey likely
to be in the locality--the buzzard's small, bare
head and the slightly upward sloping wings
during its unsteady, tilting flight easily distinguish it from the large-headed eagle with
its wings held flat when in steady flight.
The bald eagle does not develop its white
head and tail until 4 or 5 years old and an
immature bird can be mistaken for a golden
eagle. Those who look closely, however, will
discover that young bald eagles lack the golden
hackles on head and neck that are the glory of
the mature golden eagle and they display less
white in the tail than does the immature golden
eagle.
While considered by some to be less majestic than the golden eagle, the bald eagle is

a thrilling sight as it soars in great circles to
an immense height from which on half closed
wings it dives earthward at terrific speed.
Again it may be seen cruising along with slow
wingbeats, maintaining a level course for considerable distances.
As ·characteristic of birds of prey~ the
female bald eagle is larger than the male.
An adult male may measure 35 inches and
weigh from 8 to 10! pounds; the female may
measure 42 inches and weigh from 10 to 14
pounds. The female's wingspread also exceeds
the male's, often measuring nearly8 feetto the
male's 6! to 7-foot spread. Measurements of
the young birds often exceed that of their elders,
because of their longer feathers. Average
weight of a young bird, however, is less than
that of the adults of its own sex.

FOOD OF THE BALD EAGLE
The diet of the bald eagle is varied, but
b€ing a sea eagle,· fish is its chief source of
food over most of its range. Along the coasts
of Alaska and Canada, eagles gather to feed
on the salmon and herring that are moving
upstream to spawn. At these times most of
the fish taken have spawned and are dying.
The adult ·birds feed the eaglets the same
food that they prefer, often sharing with the
young birds the food they bring to the eyrie.
At times many other kinds of prey are taken-water-fowl, sea birds, grebes, loons, muskrats, squirrels, rabbits, grouse, crows, small
birds, even great blue herons and rats, as the
litter about eyries reveal.
Bald eagles have, on occasion, been seen
sitting atop a dead tree a~ an osprey fishes
in the water below. When the smaller bird
makes a catch and starts for its nest, the
watchful eagle follows in fast pursuit. The
harassed osprey drops the fish which the
eagle swiftly retrieves, in the air. The eagle
then sqils off with its prize. At other times it
hovers low over the water on slow wing beats,
watching for a fish to appear.
Eagles nesting near muskrat marshes are
often accused of killing too many of the valuable fur bearers. Wildlife pathologists tell us
that often the muskrats taken by the birds are
sick; and that in removing the sick animals,
.the eagles actually are performing a valuable
service by reducing the chances of an outbreak of disease among the muskrats.

NESTING OF THE BALD EAGLE
The bald eagle has an extensive range, and
the times of its nesting vary greatly between
the southern and northern areas. In Florida,
nesting activities begin in late October, continuing through the winter; in the Chesapeake
Bay region the eagles are readying their nests
and laying the first eggs in early February;
in the area of the Great Lakes nesting is
underway in March; in northern Canada and
Alaska,' nesting extends into August.
For their nest. site, the birds generally
select a tall, sturdy tree close to water and a
good supply of fish. Many nests are found in
the tops of dead trees, not because the birds
chose a dead tree but because after many
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years of use the trees are sometimes killed
by the fish oils that seep down through the bark
and stop the upward flow of sap.
In forested sections of Alaska, the nests are
usually found inside a stand of trees to protect
them from · the gales that buffet the Alaskan
coast in winter. In treeless arctic America,
they are frequendy located on rocky cliffs or
on the bare ground. The flimsy nests litde
resemble· the large eyries this eagle builds in
trees.
Some bald eagle nests may be 75 to 100 feet
from the ground; others less than 50. The
angle of the tree's branches determines the
shape of the nest. The nest may be cylindrical
in shape, or bowl-shaped, or even an inverted
cone.
The male bird helps his mate prepare the
nest, and a pair has been known to complete a
new nest in 4 days of strenuous work. The
·nest, framed with small sticks and bedded with
straw, dead grass, often sod and sometimes
corn stubble, is about 4 feet deep and 5 feet
across the first year. The same nest is used
again and again by a pair; consequently, each
season's repairs increase the size and weight
of the eyrie until it finally comes crashing
down in a storm.
A clutch of eggs may vary from one to four
with two being the most common· number. The
eggs are rough coated, with shells of dull white
or a bluish white on the outside and pale blue
within. They are small for such a big bird,
averaging a litde over 2! inches in length and
2 inches across. Scientists say the Alaskan
birds lay the largest eggs and that the size
gradually decreases southward over the eagle's
range, just as does the size of the eagles
themselves.
The nesting birds follow a rather rigid program when incubating the eggs and guarding
and caring for the young. Eagle watchers tell
of the angry screams that greet the mate when
it has been slow in tBking its turn at the nest•.
The incubation period is about 34 or 35 days.
Usually a day or two intervenes between hatching of the eaglets. Thus, one is older and
usually stronger than his nest mates and he
uses this to . good advantage at feeding dine.
Eagle watchers have seen the older eaglet
peck the younger, half-starved bi:r:d to death
or shove it from the nest. It seems that after
2 or 3 weeks the surviving eaglets learn to
live together in a more friendly way.

In his study of bald eagles in Ohio a number
of years ago, F. H. Herrick, an authority on the
species, watched the young ones emerge from
the shell. He reported that hatching takes about
18 hours, and during this time the youngster
turns around inside the shell cutting a large
chink out of tbe shell with its egg tooth.
The newly hatched youngster opens his eyes
in about 4 hours and is ready and eager for
food. It soon begins to crawl resdessly about
the nest on "all fours" as it supports itself
on its wings. As other eaglets emerge it
strikes at them aimlessly.
As the eaglet dries, its first, or natal, down
turns smoky gray and its head is white. This
down is of two kinds: a thick inner layer with
many barbs and a long, thin, hairlike outer
layer. The natal down lasts about 3 weeks, and
is followed by a thicker and darker gray coat
of down.
The young bird is 3 to 4 weeks old and .
weighs 4 pounds or more when the second down
appears. Still crawling about, it now tries to
rise to its feet, taking a few uncertain steps.
By 6 to 7 weeks the dark juvenile plumage
begins to develop, although the down remains
some time longer on neck and head.
During the early part of the nesting season
the adults stay close to the nest, brooding tbe
young to protect them from sun and rain, bringing them food, and guarding them. One usually
is in the eyrie, while the other fishes or stands
guard nearby. T,he nest-building urge dies
slowly. For many weeks after the young birds
hatch the adults continue to bring sticks to
strengthen the foundation of the eyrie and
straw to line the nest cup. Many times they
are seen carrying leafy twigs to the eyrie with
which they rim its edge.
The parents relax their vigilance as tbe
young grow older, but the bald eagle is not a
very aggressive bird. Charles Broley. who
banded hundreds of young eagles, never was
harmed by a parent; his chief concern was tbe
talons of the struggling young birds as he
handled them. When the nest is approached tbe
adults usually fly scolding to a safe distance
where tbey can watch. Someone has described
tbe alarm call of tbe eagle as a "Kweek-kukkuk, kWeek-a-kuk-kuk, with the quality of an
unolled caster."
The parent birds keep the family table well
filled and the large share of the food brought
to tbe eyrie is fish. Sometimes, to vary the
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diet, they capture muskrats, rabbits, and other
small mammals, as well as small birds, and
domestic fowl.
As the eaglets grow older, they. crouch
squealing and flapping their wings over the
squirming fish or animal the parent bird drops
in their midst. Then, standing with one foot on
the prey and holding it firmly with taloned feet,
the old eagle tears off pieces of the flesh with
its hooked beak, stuffing the meat into the
nearest mouth.
The eyrie is not only the young birds' home,
it is. also their gymnasium and flying field.
At an early age they begin to stretch and
exercise their wings, · often leaping high into
the air. At about 9 weeks trial flights over
the eyrie begin.
When about 3 months of age the young begin
to try their wings in short flights from the
nest. The weeks of preparation pay off now •
. One young eagle was watched as it stayed airrome for a mile on its first flight from a nest
in Ohio. Sometimes an eaglet is reluctant to
try its wings, however, and the parent finally
brings food nearby to draw it from the nest.
The young eagles begin to follow their parents
about, trailing them to the water to fish. They
remain dependent on the adults for some time
yet, and stay near the eyrie. While their
flight is still limited, the juveniles can reach
amazing heights soon after leaving the nest.
MIGRATIONS
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Some bald eagles, like the golden eagle,
migrate following the nesting season. Alaskan
~ds, usually winter close to open water along
the Alaska coast where food is plentiful.
After the nesting season ends in Florida,
many eagles, largely immatures, move northward. In August, September, and October, they
are often seen in the vicinity of Cape Cod and
at other points northward into Nova Scotia and
as far west as Minnesota and Manitoba. Formerly they were thought to be birds nesting in
the localities, since they were present in the
summer. Retums on Mr. Braley's banding of
Florida-hatched eagles have shown the nature
of this movement. Before winter they will remrn to their southern nesting grounds.
Another migration occurs in fall in the midwestern U.S. Since the early 1950's, irtcreasingly larger numbers of bald eagles have been

wintering in the Mississippi and Missouri River
Valleys. Once seen but occasionally, the birds
now are common. Most of these wintering
eagles probably have come down from northwestern and north-central Canada. As their
food supply decreases with the freezing over
of lakes and streams, they move southward and
stop where they find open water. Severe
weather in Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Michigan
some years force many of the eagles south as
far as Arkansas.
Man is thought to have had an important hand
in this change in numbers of wintering eagles.
The series of dams constructed along the
Mississippi and Missouri Rivers, with the
destructive effects of .their fluctuating water
levels on fish, has provided attractive feeding
areas for these birds as well as for gulls and
other fish eaters.
FUTURE OF THE BALD Ei\GLE
In 1943, when C. L. Braley began banding
young eagles along Florida's west coast, he
found an average of one active nest per mile
of the 125-mlle stretch between Tampa and
Fort Myers. Soon he was banding 150 eaglets
a year. Then in 1947 he noticed a change-more than 40 percent of the nests failed to
produce young. After that the decrease in nest_ing success of the eagles along: this coastal
strip was startling: in 1950 he found only 24
young; in 1955, eight; and in 1958, one young
eaglet rewarded his efforts to find a successful nest.
The story is much the same on the east
coast of Florida. At 5-year intervals between
1935 and 1956, Dr. J. C. Howell had censused
· the nesting eagles on a lOO,OOO..square-mile
area in thevicinityofMerrittlsland--formerly
a great eagle concentration point in Florida.
He noted few changes through the years until
1956, when twO-thirds of the nests were either
unoccupied or had disappeared. The area had
undergone many changes since his visit in
1951: bulldozers had ripped out great areas·
of vegetation to make way for orchards, gardens, and ·housing developments. Many of the
big trees that carried eyTies of the eagles had
. been cut.. Inland marshes had been drained,
destroying an important source of food for
the fish-eating eagles.
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Fortunately, habitat changes of this nature
do not occur in the Everglades National Park,
where the number of nesting eagles seems to
be remaining constant. In 1959, Park authorities reported 24 active nests, of which 11 produced 18 young. In 1964, they found 51 nests,
of which 26 hatched 41 eaglets.
Warning that the southern bald eagle might
be in trouble also had been coming from Hawk
Mountain Sanctuary :in Pennsylvania, maintained by the Hawk Mountain Sanctuary Association. Between 1935 and 1940, on an average
38 out of every 100 bald eagles passing over
· that area in migration were immature birds.
But between 1953 and 1958 thenumberofyoung
in 100 birds fell to 21; in 1963 and 1964 only
10 immatures were seen per 100 eagles. The
proportion of young in a wildlife population is
an important gage of its status. Decreasing
numbers of young mean productivity of the
species. is lower. If this trend continues, it
can mean extinction.
The northern bald eagle has had its troubles,
too. Its former abundance in Alaska brought it
into conflict with the fox farmers who claimed
it killed their foxes and with the commercial
fishermen who said it took too many of the
migrating salmon and herring.
From 1917 to 1952, the territory of Alaska
had a bounty on the bald eagle~ continuing it
12 years after the u.s. Congress enacted
legislation in 1940 protecting this eagle in the
rest of the United States. During these 3!
decades, more than 100,000 bald eagles were
killed in coastal areas of Alaska and the Territorial legislature spent more than $100,000
in payments to bounty seekers. Unfortunately,
bounty payments became an important source
of income for many Alaskans, both Indian and
White.
That the bounty affected the bald eagle in
parts of Alaska is a matter of record; many
persons including biologists, game wardens,
visitors, and sportsmen, have written of the
disappearance of the birds from coastal areas.
Just 3 years after the bounty system went into
effect an officer of an Alaskan fish and game
club wrote apprehensively that if the "slaughter
continues for a few years longer, the species
.will become practically extinct."
Failure of the Territorial Legislature to
provide funds for bounty payments in 1941 and
1943 and temporary repeal of the bounty actin

1945 gave some respite to the harrassed eagle.
Too, back from the coast in inland Alaska the
bald eagle had never been common. Consequently, hunting pressure was less and the
inland birds helped recoup the population in
coastal areas when the bounty was finally
abolished by the Territorial Legislature in
March 1953.
In 1960, the National Audubon Society, with
.financial assistance from the Fraternal Order
of Eagles and the World Wildlife Fund, began a
5-year investigation of the bald eagle in the
United .States. This study included the first
systematic effort to learn the size and distribution of the bald eagle population in this
country; ·-It has been valuable in focusing
attention on the National Bird; furthermore,
it has replaced the spotty reporting of previous
years with an overall, integrated evaluation
of its status.
Studies by trained observers over wide areas
of the United States, during both the winter season and the nesting period, show that the
Mississippi and Missouri River valleys winter
half or more of the bald eagles found south of
Canada at that time of year. Distribution of
these wintering birds appears to depend on
the weather. Extremely cold weather in the
Dakotas, Minnesota, and Wisconsin pushes
the birds farther south, markedly increasing
their numbers in Illinois, Arkansas, and
Missouri.
Among the 48 States south of Canada, Florida
still has the largest number of bald eagles in
winter. Its resident birds--home from their
summer jaunt northward along the coast--are
nesting while eagles from other sections of
the country are wintering there. It is particularly interesting that the National Audubon
Society study should show some wintering bald
eagles in almost all of the States. Only four
States failed to record these birds during the
19~3 Audubon Christmas bird count--and they
were located along or near the eastern seaboard. More observers and wider dispersal of
areas covered might discover •some eagles
even in these States.
1
The nationwide study has shown the Pacific
Northwest to be an important wintering area
for northern bald eagles coming from Canada
and Alaska. It also has confirmed the fears
of many conservationists that the species is
losing ground in the Chesapeake Bay region--
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one of the most important wintering and
nesting areas.
A close watch has also been kept on the four
important nesting areas south of Alaska:
F'lorlda; the Chesapeake Bay-Middle Atlantic
States (North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland,
Delaware, and New Jersey); Maine; and the
Gre&t Lakes States (Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesot~). Active bald eagle nests
totaled 550 in these four areas.
.In 1950, c. L. Broley and Herbert R. Mills,
also an avid eagle student, made a statewide
survey of nesting eagles in Florida. They
rocated 450 active eyries. Thirteen years
later-in 1963--another survey was made by
National Audubon Society cooperators along
the Atlantic Coast and in Florida. In this entire area they found but 230 active eagle nests
and 96 young birds. Many nests had clutches
of unhatched eggs.
.Government scientists, anxious to find a
reason for this low productivity, study dead
eagles and the unhatched eggs seeking the
answer. In most instances, they have discovered pesticide residues in both the birds
and the ·eggs. Knowing the harmful effect of
these chemicals on the fertility of upland
game birds, the researchers strongly suspect
that pesticides may be interferring with the
hatchin~ of the eagles' eggs, as well as keeping
some of the birds from nesting.

GOLDEN EAGLES
· ''Majestic in flight, regal in appearance,
dignified in manner, 11 the . golden eagle has
rightly been called the King of Birds. When
falconry was a popular pastime in Europe,
this_ magnificent bird was reserved for emperors. Its hunting--dashing and spirited-resembles that of the falcon.
The golden eagle has long been used by the
Mongols of Asia in hunting. AB recent as the
1930's, trained birds were stili registered by
the Kirghiz, in the high tablelands of the Tien
Shan Mountains bordering Russia and China.
Just before World War II, it is reponed, a
horse or t:Wo camels were thought a fair price
for one of these birds. Trained eagles were
used to take depredating wolves, as well as
foxes, wild goats, . and other game. The eagle
can kill a fox in the chase but usually holds a
wolf until its master rides up for the kill.

RANGE OF THE GOLDEN EAGLE
The golden eagle is widely distributed in the
mountains and adjacent plains throughout much
of the Nonhern Hemisphere. Bird students have
described eight races or subspecies; but
despite barriers of mountains and oceans and
although separated by great distances, the
golden eagle shows slight differences among
its various races. The North American bird
is the darkest of all; the Japanese the smallest•
British birds are redder in color and Asian
birds tend to be more yellowish than other
races. North American and Siberian eagles
are the largest. ·
The golden eagle's breeding range in North
America extends from northern Alaska and
northern Canada southward through the mountains to central Mexico and western Texas.
It. still exists in/
\ small numbers in the eastern
part of the Ngrth American Continent from
Quebec to Maine and northern New York.
Formerly it nested in the mountains of Tennessee and North Carolina. Occasional birds
are still seen passing famous Hawk Mountain
Sanctuary in Pennsylvania, on their way south.
Extensive killing and destruction of its
habitat have exterminated this eagle in many
areas and reduced it to scattered pairs in
many parts of its former range. The uplands
of northern Canada and wilder parts of the
western States form its chief range today.
The greater share of nesting golden eagles
in the United States are thought to be in the
States of California, Idaho, Montana, and
Wyoming. The golden eagle winters throughout its nesting range and is casual or accidental from northeastern United States southward, especially thro~gh the mountains to
Florida •
. Its scientific name (Aquila chrysaetos canadensis) means golden eagle of Canada. It is
·known by a variety of names, such as gray
eagle, war eagle, royal eagle, ring-tailed
eagle, mountain eagle, Mexican eagle, crepe,
bird of Jupiter, calumet eagle, and ring-tail
. falcon.
ITS APPEARANCE
The adult eagle is a large bird. It weighs
from 8 to nearly 13 pounds and has a wingspread of up to 6i feet. The female is noticeably larger than . the male. Except for its
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golden•brown hackles on head and nape of
neck, the American golden eagle is dark brown,
appearing almost black at a distance. The
black tail and black tips of the wing feathers,
with their lighter base patches, help distinguish
it in flight. Its legs are feathered to the toes,
beak and claws are black, eyes brown, and
the bare skin around the nostrils matches the
yellow toes. Its longer, broader, and squarer
taU, which generally bas white .feathers at the
base, helps distinguish it from the young darkheaded bald eagle ·with which it is sometimes
confused.
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LENGTH OF LIFE
It is not known for sure just how: long a
golden eagle may live under natural conditions.
The Aberdeen Free Press (Scotland) reported
in 1845 that a golden eagle had been shot in
France with a collar of gold about its neck
which bore the information that the bird had
come from the Caucasus and the date 1750.
This would indicate the bird was at least 95
years old at the time it was .killed. Seton
Gordon, a student of British eagles for more
than a half century, thought it likely that
golden eagles could live to be 100 years old.
In this country, the longest record of a bird
living in the wUd is 30 years. Length of life
appears to average 20 to 25 years, but this
reflects the hazards facing the species today.
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COURTSHIP

•

Courtship may begin many weeks before the
eggs are laid. Some pairs begin to ready the
nest in the previous fall, tearing branches from
trees and shrubs in the area and carrying
them to the nest. Some authorities claim the
golden eagle mates for life; others do not agree.
It is known that if one of a pair dies, a new
mate is soon selected. The pair remains
together throughout the year and its soaring
and courts~p behavior is seen at other times
as well as during the nesting season.
Courtship is characterized by spectacular
flights in which the two birds, on outstretched
wings, sometimes come so close together that
their wings appear to touch, at other times on
· half closed wings they brush each other. Soaring in upward spirals until tiny specks in the

clouds, only to reappear, as with closed wings
they hurtle faster and faster toward the earth;
then rise in upward swoopings that carry them
again into the heights. During these displays,
the birds often give vent to their emotions by
uttering high-pitched cries of ''kee-kee-kee. 11
Eagles have been seen above 11,000 feet and
some airplane pilots believe they can reach
20,000 feet with little effort.
The gliding of a golden eagle, according to a
British student of this bird, is more remarkable than its EtOaring. Should the eagle wish
to go to a particular place, it will soar to a
great height, then with wings lowered near
the body glide without effort to the desired
SJ:lOt•
NESTING
A nesting pair defends its territory--which
may be 25 to nearly 100 square miles, deperiding on the area--against other golden eagles.
Where food is plentiful the territory is smaller
than in more barren country. A pair may build
. more than one nest in its territory, but as a
rule uses only one. A ledge on a rocky cliff
with a good view of the surrounding area is a
favored eyrie location. The nest is sometimes
located in the upper branches of tall pines6
sycamores, oaks, redwoods, or eucalyptus,
frequently 60 to 75 feet or more from the
ground. Some pairs use the same location year
after year, others rotate between two nests.
Golden Eagles build large nests; frequently
the platform is 5 or 6 feet across. They are
. opportunists and use whatever the area provides in building materials. Dead branches, .
. which they often tear from the trees or shrubs
and large sticks are firmly woven together,
with smaller twigs, roots, or grass forming
the lower part of the platform. The cup of the
nest is lined with any softer materials the
birds can find, such as dead or green leaves,
shredded bark, soap we e d, yucca leaves,
grasses, weeds, rabbit fur, or mosses. They
even use sacking, and in one nest a silt smct1ng was found; fu another, pieces Of cl.otb1DI
led to rumors the bird had kllled a cblld. In
forested areas it is not unuaual for the nat 1D
be rimmed with twip w:ldl green leavea fJ:am
nearby yew, pines. or other plants. OVer a
period of years. r:be e,r.le gradually growa.
One in Scotland brawn to be ln use for 45
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Because of the great area covered by its
nesting range, a golden eagle nesting in Texas
or California begins laying its eggs in.early
February;· its counterpart in arctic Alaska, in
late May. Usually two eggs form a clutch; but
one egg is not unusual whlle a set of three or
four is rare. The eggs are about 2! by 3
inches. They are nearly white and sometimes
beautifully marked with brown, gray, or lilac.
Most students of the eagle agree the male
does not help with the incubation. It is certain,
tbat he feeds his mate as she· sits on the nest
during the 35 or more days thought necessary
to hatch the eggs. The male eagle also broods
tbe young and brings food to the eyrie for them.
While the mother eagle usually feeds the eaglets, the male has been known to help in this
chore, too.
Golden eagles mature slowly, nestingforthe
first time when they are about 5 years of age.
On the average, a pair succeeds in raising one
young every other year.
niB EAGLETS

The eggs hatch two or three days apart. The
earlier hatched chicks are thus larger than
the younger ones; also the females are larger
than the males.
At birth, the eaglet is covered with a whitish
down that is soon replaced by a thicker coat.
Mter about 3 weeks feathers begin to show
through the down, and at 9 to 10 weeks the
young bird is ready for its first flight near
the nest. It is now dark brown with light areas
on its throat, breast, and legs. A broad whitish
band on the upper part of its tall gives the
juvenlle the common name of ring-tailed eagle.
As it matures, the eagle gradually loses this
white band and when aboilt 4 years old it has
acquired the adult plumage.
·The eaglet cheeps shrllly a great deal of the
tlme it is in the nest even when brooded by its
parent. By the time it is 4 weeks old it beglhs
to feed itself although the parents will bring it
food long after it leaves the nest. As it becomes
older the eaglet receives less and less parental
care and it spends much of its :waking hours
sitting on the edge of the eyrie flapping its
wings in preparation for its excursion into the
world.
Close observers of the young eagles in the
nest report that a great deal of bullying and

fighting takes place. Apparently, it is not uncommon for an earlier hatched female eaglet,
which is larger and stronger, to peck a younger
and weaker male to death or knock it from the
eyrie.
MIGRATIONS
Eagles are sometimes found long distances
from their nesting areas, while others remain
all winter in high mountain country or in the
far North. But large numbers of eagles,
especially young birds, move southward in a
casual, wandering sort of way in late fall.
Although many eagles in Alaska stay near their
nesting areas, others begin to move southward
when the ground squirrels on which they feed
go underground for the winter. In the Yukon
and British Columbia, the eagles move south
when the whistling marmots hibernate.
A ''norther" aecompanied by high winds
brings · migrant golden eagles into the wilder
parts of the southwest and upland Mexico.
Consequently, in late winter and early spring
concentrations of golden eagles build up in this
part of the Continent. These birds are thought
to be an important segment of the North
American golden eagle population composed
largely of young birds from· the more northern
sections of the eagles• range.
FOOD
The golden eagle has been known to kill and
eat more than 60 different kinds of animals
ranging from. aduit deer and antelope to small
mammals, mice, birds, fish, reptiles, frogs,
and insects. It will feed on both living and dead
animals; it will feed on carrion, notably
spawned-out salmon in Alaska, even when
living prey is at hand.
·
·
Studies made in nine Western States, including Alaska, and in Canada, showed the
extreme importance of rabbits and rodents,
particularly ground squirrels, in the diet of
these · birds· over their entire range on this
continent. Eagles have been seen attacking
both grown and young antelope but such records
are rare. Eagles will, on occasion, attack
domestic cattle, sheep, pigs, and goats, even
dogs and cats. In cases of livestock, it is
almost always the newborn animals which
are the victims.
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long withstand an annual drain of 1,000 birds
or more on its numbers.
A further matter of concern is that many
hunters cannot distinguish between the golden
eagle and the young bald eagle, which does not
acquire its white head until about 5 years old.
. Thus, bald eagles are mistakenly shot for
golden eagles.
In the late 19501s reports began to be heard
that excessive numbers of bald eagles were
being shot (although the bird has been on the
· protected list since 1940). These reports coincided with an obvious decrease in bald eagles
in the Southwestern United States and with the
appearance of large numbers of eagle feathers
that were finding their way into western souPROTECTING THE GOLDEN EAGLE
venir shops to support a growing business in
souvenir Indian headwear.
The golden eagle is found on more than 80
To save golden eagle populations and further
National Wildlife Refuges, generally in very
protect the bald eagle, Congress, in 1962, r~
small numbers ranging from one to a few
vised the Bald Eagle Act to make it unlawful
birds. The Charles Russell Range in Montana
for anyone to kill a golden eagle. This law,
probably has the largest papulation of any of
however, recognizes that the golden eagle may
the refuges--from 30 to 40 birds at peak times.
he beneficial on one area--as when it preys
In winter the golden eagle is far more numon rodent or rabbit populations--and destrucerous in the Southwestern States and Mexico
tive on another area--as when it develops a
than at other times of the year. This has been a
taste for young domestic animals.
To protect ranchers against excessive loss,
source of concern to stockmen in parts of Texas
the Governor of a State can obtain permission
and New Mexico where the raising of sheep and
goats is the most important source of income.
from the Secretary of th~ Interior to remove
golden eagles in critical depredation areas.
For many years the ranchers tried to protect
Ranchers may also obtain permits on demonnewborn lambs and kids by using planes to
reduce the numbers of eagles.
strated need. Consequently, in a few Western
Conservationists are disturbed over the
States, ranchers or their agents are still
destruction of thousands of eagles, both golden
authorized to remove golden eagles from
and bald that have been killed in the Southwest
their lands during lambing season. The use
since intensive shooting of eagles began in
of planes or posions is forbidden, however.
1936. A few pilots engaged in eagle shooting
In defense of the golden eagle, it has been
have claimed killing from 500 to 600 annually.
pointed out that while the State of Wyoming
· One pilot operating in the Trans-Pecos of Texas
_probably has the heaviest concentration of
reponed 4,818 eagles taken in a 6-yearperiod
nesting eagles of any western area of comin the early 1940's.
parable size, Wyoming has built back its anteStudents of the golden eagle pOint out that
lope herd from about 5,000 in 1900 to numbers
an important segment of the continental poputhat permit an annual harvest of 35,000 to
lation of golden eagles winter in the Southwest.
40,000 animals. Historians also note that wildThey also believe that with its low population-life was in great abundance in America before
which some estimate to be not more than 8,000
man's intervention, despite the large numbers
to 10,000--and its exceedingiy slow rate of
of. golden eagles that were '8 part of that
reproduction, the American golden eagle cannot
period's wildlife picture.
Stories have long circulated of golden eagles
carrying away lambs, calves, and even children
to their eyries. While it is known that a large
eagle could carry a small, newborn lamb to its
nest, experiments with both a captive bird in
condition and with a wild, recently captured
bird show the inability of an eagle to lift an
object as heavy as a large lamb or a child
from the ground. Almost always large animals
are eaten on the ground or torn into pieces
that can be carried to the nest. In most cases
it is difficult to say whether the eagle killed
the animal or found it dead.
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Created in 1849, the Depanment of the Interior--a depanment of conservation--is concerned with the management,
conservation, and development of the Nation's water, fish,
wildlife, mineral, forest, and park and recreational resources. It also has major responsibilities for Indian and·
Territorial affairs.
As the Nation's principal conservation agency, the Department works to assure that n9nrenewable resources are
developed and used wisely, that park and recreational resources are conserved for the future, and that renewable
resources make their full contribution to the progress, prospe:rity, and security of the United States--now and in the
future.
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